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The rejuvenating sandalwood oil

Softalia
The rejuvenating sandalwood oil

Softalia is extracted from the nuts of Santalum spicatum, cultivated in Australia. The sustainable
plantations regulate the salinity of the soil modified by the intensive culture of wheat in this
area. Softalia is obtained by CO2 extraction of the nuts and is a natural source of Ximenynic acid,
an unusual triple bond fatty acid with specific activities on the skin.
Consumer test
36 volunteers applied a cream with 5% Softalia during 90 days.
Hands

Neck

Face

72%

stated that their fine lines
felt tighter and therefore
showed a reduction in
lines on their face during
the 90 day trial period

80%

confirmed that their face
felt more moist / supple
than prior to the trial and
felt this was directly linked
to Softalia

70%

observed a significant
improvement in skin
thightness of their
neck and a reduction in
"wrinkle lines"

66%

reported that the skin
on the top of the hands
was much tighter and
had improved noticeably
during the trial

75%

indicate that the neck
skin had improved and felt
more moist / supple than
prior to the trial

71%

indicated that their hands
felt more moist / supple

65%

noted a significant
reduction in flakiness

83%

confirmed that they would purchase a retail product featuring Softalia as an active ingredient.
Softalia benefits

Softalia visibly improves the skin condition based on
daily application in a cream.

Quick absorption **
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Consumer evaluation
210 women volunteers with a dry skin, aged 45 years old and
more apply an hand cream with 2% Softalia or a placebo cream
during 8 days.

Dry after feel*
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Softalia significantly improves micro-relief and adds
sensorial benefits to cream formulation.
Results are expressed in points of difference between the cream containing Softalia and the placebo cream.

* p < 0.05
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Smoothes the skin

Preservative: Without synthetic preservative.
|

Form: liquid
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Pleasant
consitency **
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INCI name: Fusanus Spicatus Kernel Oil.
Dosage: 0.5% to 10%

**p < 0.01

Liposoluble

Cosmetic applications: Day or night creams, tinted face creams, anti-aging creams, hair products.
Confidential business and proprietary information of Soliance. May not be copied or distributed without the express written permission of Soliance.

Reduces fine lines *

